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PRESENTATION
The International Chess Festival Roma Città Aperta reaches its fourth edition and is renewed,
both from an organizational point of view and in terms of content, confirming itself as the most
important chess festival in Rome and one of the most significant events on the international level of
the Italian chess scene thanks to presence of players from all continents.
The first and most obvious change is in the name: the traditional wording "Roma Città Aperta",
inspired by Rossellini's film and by the values that are the basis of our action, is complemented by
"Bicentenario Accademia Scacchistica Romana". This year, in fact, the event will be organized in
collaboration between the Scuola Popolare di Scacchi and the Accademia Scacchistica Romana.
We are certain that the synergy of these two realities can only have positive reflections on the
result that the participants will eventually give. The desire for cooperation, the common goal and
the certainty that enlargement means enrichment will be our winning cards.
The Scuola Popolare di Scacchi, now in its tenth year of life, is strongly committed to the
dissemination and teaching of chess in all school contexts, particularly in the Roman suburbs. It is
a Federal School recognized by the FSI of the first and second level and is one of the most active
circles in the Roman chess scene. In 2016 it conceived and realized the project of this successful
festival, now at its third edition.
The Accademia Scacchistica Romana, which celebrates the Bicentennial since its foundation
this year, has been active in Rome since the early 1800s when Serafino Dubois, the best Italian
player of that century, was also vice president. The Academy organized the First National
Tournament with Italian rules after the unification of Italy (1875) and favored the establishment of
the Italian Chess Union (1898), through which it succeeded in involving most of the Italian circles.
Frequented by many champions in the 50s, 60s and 70s with whom it won several national titles, it
gave birth to the chess movement known as the "Roman school". Today the Academy is the most
active club in Rome, with more than thirty sports events organized each year.
The Roma Città Aperta Festival promises:
• an elegant gaming venue: the Eurostars Roma Aeterna Hotel is a 4-star hotel located in one of
the symbolic districts of Roman nightlife;
• comfort for the players: the tournament divided into Master and Open and hosted in two large
rooms in order to allow maximum comfort for the players;
• international appeal: the event will welcome players from over 20 countries;
• technical proficiency: the presence of at least ten Grand Masters is ensured;
• IT infrastructure: live broadcast on dedicated sites of at least 5 games;
• a high prize pool: over € 8,000.00, with traditional attention also to national categories and nonprofessional players;
• high-quality collateral events: a high level Blitz FIDE Tournament with a prize of 720 euros,
conferences, film projections, themed exhibitions, evening parties, etc.

______________________________________________________________________________

FESTIVAL CALENDAR
Sunday 8 December
3.30 pm Registration and GM - WGM accreditation
16.00 Opening ceremony
17.00 1st game round (MASTER / SECONDARY OPEN)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Monday 9 December
16.30 MASTER 2nd round
17.30 SECONDARY OPEN 2nd round
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Tuesday 10 December
10.00 3rd round (MASTER / SECONDARY OPEN)
16.30 MASTER 4th round
17.30 SECONDARY OPEN 4th round
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Wednesday 11 December
16.30 MASTER 5th round
17.30 SECONDARY OPEN 5th round
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Thursday 12 December
16.30 MASTER 6th round
17.30 SECONDARY OPEN 6th round

Friday, December 13th
16.30 MASTER 7th round
17.30 SECONDARY OPEN 7th round
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Saturday, December 14th
10.00 8th round (MASTER / SECONDARY OPEN)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sunday, December 15th
10.00 9th round of play (SECONDARY MASTER / OPEN)
Award ceremony will follow the last round.

________________________________________________________________________

BLITZ FIDE TOURNAMENT
Sunday, December 15th 4.30pm

Roma Città Aperta 2019 - Bicentennial Accademia Scacchistica
Romana
9 rounds (5 minutes + 3 seconds)
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COLLATERAL EVENTS
Friday, December 13th
10.00 Conference Bicentennial Roman Chess Academy
11.30 Chess Collectors Italy Conference

______________________________________________________________________________

Saturday, December 14th
16.00 National Youth Championship CSEN - U16 - Semilampo 15 ’

________________________________________________________________________

EXHIBITIONS


• Exposition of chess-themed paintings



• Exhibition of collectible pieces and chessboards

______________________________________________________________________________

REGULATIONS
The International Chess Festival "Rome Open City 2019 - Bicentennial Roman Chess Academy"
will take place over nine rounds for the MASTER (Elo ≥ 2000) and for the SECONDARY OPEN
(Elo ≤ 2100). The time format will be 90 ’x 40 moves + 30’ to finish + 30 ’’ a move starting from the
first.
Italians residents and foreigners residing in Italy must be registered for the year 2019 with a FSI
competitive or junior card.
It will be possible to carry out the FSI registration of membership, valid throughout 2020, directly at
the gaming venue.

It is mandatory for all players to confirm participation in the Festival by being physically present in
the gaming room by 3.30 pm on the 8th of December 2019.
Please note that foreign players must be in possession of the FIN (FIDE Identity Number); those
who do not have it must request it in advance from their Federation or through FIDE Arena.
Players with disabilities in need of special attentions should notify the organization of their
presence in advance of the event in order to arrange their best logistic placement within the
gaming room.
The pairings will be established with the FIDE (Dutch) Swiss matching system; the first tie-break
criterion considered will be the Buchholz Integrale; second and third criterions will be the Buchholz
Cut 1 and the ARO.
It is possible, for the players who request it before the tournament starts, to take advantage of the
fixed draw, except for the last 3 rounds according to the art. 7.5.1 of the RTF.
If a player is absent from a round without having notified it before the match, he or she will be
considered unduly absent. The player who reaches the board more than 60 minutes later than the
scheduled start time of the game session will lose the game.
All the Competition Director's technical decisions the will be final.
The award ceremony is an integral part of the Festival, therefore players who are not present at the
end of the event renounce any prizes gained. The award ceremony will follow the last game and its
starting time will be announced just before the beginning of the last round.
It is absolutely forbidden to introduce electronic communication devices (mobile phones,
smartphones, tablets, PDAs, etc.) inside the playing venue: those who violate this rule will be
sanctioned according to FIDE regulations. The organization will arrange a cloakroom service for all
electronic equipment. There is an absolute ban on smoking, including electronic cigarettes.
Participation in the tournament implies the consent of each player to the publication of some
personal data (surname, name, category, Elo) as well as the result achieved and his/her personal
image (via photo or video taken during the tournament), on the websites of Asd Scuola Popolare di
Scacchi, of the Roman Chess Academy, of the FSI and on the web in general. For minors, this
consent is implicitly given by the parents or by those who exercise parental authority.
The organization, in compliance with the FSI and FIDE regulations in force at the time of the event,
reserves for itself the right to make any changes to this announcement that might be necessary for
the success of the event.
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REGISTRATION
Attention: registration is valid if and only if made through the following site:
www.scuolapopolarediscacchi.com with simultaneous payment of the amount required according
to the incremental table below:
MASTER (Elo ≥ 2000), OPEN SECONDARY (Elo ≤ 2100), GM ≥ Elo 2450 and WGM ≥ Elo 2350
free registration with accreditation obligation by 3.30 pm on 8 December in the competition
room.

By November 1, 2019
GM < Elo 2450
WGM < Elo 2350
IM - WIM
U 16
Altri

20
20
40
60
80

euro
euro
euro
euro
euro

By December 2, 2019
GM < Elo 2450
WGM < Elo 2350
IM - WIM
U 16
Altri

30
30
50
70
90

euro
euro
euro
euro
euro

After 2 December 2019 and in the gaming room until 3.30 pm on 8 December 2019:
GM < Elo 2450
WGM < Elo 2350
IM - WIM
U 16
Altri

40
40
60
80
100

euro
euro
euro
euro
euro

Payment of the registration fee must be made within the terms stated in the table on the left. We
recommend using the automated procedure available on the web page:
www.scuolapopolarediscacchi.com
Payment by Paypal or by credit card (commission required). The system does not accept multiple
registrations made from the same email address or by the same user.
Alternatively you can pay by bank transfer to the following bank account: Asd Scuola Popolare di
Scacchi IBAN: IT13P0200805235000104279659 (Unicredit Bank - Agency No. 01724, Rome
Tor De 'Schiavi) and send an email to: scuolapopolarediscacchi@gmail.com indicating the
CRO / TNT of the transfer.
It is necessary to indicate the name, surname and Elo of the player, in particular if he/she is not
the one making the payment. The registration is intended as finalized only after the payment of
the fee and up to that time it does not confer any right nor does it represent any obligation for the
organizers. Only the payment date is authoritative. Pre-registration through Vesus.org is
appreciated but it also does not confer any right nor does it represent any obligation for the
organizers.
Registration will be possible in the gaming room up to 3.30 pm on Sunday 8 December 2019 if the
seats are still available.
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PRIZES
International Chess Festival Roma Città Aperta 2019 –
Bicentenario Accademia Scacchistica Romana
Prize Pool 8.200 euro

MASTER ≥ 2000

OPEN SECONDARIO ≤ 2100

1° CLASSIFICATO
2° CLASSIFICATO
3° CLASSIFICATO
4° CLASSIFICATO
5° CLASSIFICATO

1.100
900
700
500
300

1° CLASSIFICATO
2° CLASSIFICATO
3° CLASSIFICATO
4° CLASSIFICATO
5° CLASSIFICATO

700
500
400
300
250

1° DONNE
1° FASCIA ELO < 2400
1° FASCIA ELO < 2300
1° FASCIA ELO < 2200
1° FASCIA ELO < 2100

200
200
200
200
200

1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° DONNE
1° OVER 65

200
200
200
200
150
150
150
150

< 2000
< 1900
< 1800
< 1700
< 1600
< 1500

1° U 16
150
Prizes, not cumulative or divisible, can be withdrawn only during the award ceremony, by
the winner or by a parent (in the case of minors). The award ceremony is an integral part of
the Festival, therefore players not present during the ceremony will not receive prizes.

Sunday, December 15th 4.30pm

Torneo Blitz Fide Roma Città Aperta 2019 - Bicentenario
Accademia Scacchistica Romana
Prize Pool 720 euro
9 turni (5 minuti + 3 secondi)
1° CLASSIFICATO
2° CLASSIFICATO
3° CLASSIFICATO
1° DONNE
1° FASCIA ELO < 2000

110
90
70
50
50

1° FASCIA ELO < 1900

50

1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° FASCIA ELO
1° OVER 65
1° U 16

< 1800
< 1700
< 1600
< 1500

50
50
50
50
50
50
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HOTEL CONVENTIONS
EUROSTARS ROMA AETERNA HOTEL
Via Casilina 125 / Piazza del Pigneto, 9a - Rome

Italy Telephone Number 0039 0670603
Fax Number 0039 0670614003
www.eurostarsromaaeterna.com
info@eurostarsromaaeterna.com
The organization was able to obtain the following favorable agreement for the accommodation of
the players and their companions:
room dus: € 49
double room: € 57
triple room: € 75
Rate per room per night including American buffet breakfast and VAT (excluding tourist tax of € 6
p.p. per night). The aforementioned preferential rates will be guaranteed, subjected to room
availability, for bookings until 30 November 2019. The cancellation policy provides for a free
cancellation up to 7 days before arrival. The penalty applied in case of no-show or late cancellation
will be the total amount of the reservation.
Booking requests must be sent by email to:
reservations@eurostarsromaaeterna.com referring to the Festival in question.
IBAN code: IT48N0101503200000070148851
SWISFT / BIC code: BPMOIT22 XXX
For other even more convenient and discounted accommodations, please contact the
organization:
massimo.carconi@gmail.com • cell. 327 53 899 73

